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Abstract. Prompt learning has been widely adopted to efficiently adapt
vision-language models (VLMs), e.g . CLIP, for few-shot image classification.
Despite their success, most prompt learning methods trade-off between
classification accuracy and robustness, e.g . in domain generalization or out-
of-distribution (OOD) detection. In this work, we introduce Global-Local
Prompts (GalLoP), a new prompt learning method that learns multiple di-
verse prompts leveraging both global and local visual features. The training
of the local prompts relies on local features with an enhanced vision-text
alignment. To focus only on pertinent features, this local alignment is cou-
pled with a sparsity strategy in the selection of the local features. We enforce
diversity on the set of prompts using a new “prompt dropout” technique and
a multiscale strategy on the local prompts. GalLoP outperforms previous
prompt learning methods on accuracy on eleven datasets in different few
shots settings and with various backbones. Furthermore, GalLoP shows
strong robustness performances in both domain generalization and OOD
detection, even outperforming dedicated OOD detection methods. Code
and instructions to reproduce our results will be open-sourced.

Keywords: Vision-language models · Few shot classification · Prompt
learning · Local and global prompts · Robustness · OOD detection

1 Introduction

Vision-Language Models (VLMs), e.g . CLIP [35] or ALIGN [20], have shown
impressive performances for zero-shot image classification. Prompt learning [3,
21, 22, 26, 33, 51, 52] has been among the leading approaches to efficiently adapt
VLMs to a specific downstream dataset. These methods train a learnable context
in the form of soft prompts to optimize the text/image alignment. Prompt learning

⋆ Equal contribution.
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Fig. 1: Our GalLoP method demonstrates excellent performances in accuracy plus
robustness, i.e. out-of-distribution detection (a) and domain generalization (b), while
state-of-the-art prompt learning methods compromise between these aspects. Additionally,
unlike recent methods utilizing ineffective local zero-shot CLIP features, GalLoP learns
discriminative local prompts precisely aligned with sparse image regions at various scales,
facilitating the discriminability between classes. GalLoP integrates both global and
local prompts, with their diversity explicitly enforced during few-shot learning, which
significantly enhances the performance of their combination (c).

methods benefit from the strong generalization capability of VLMs’ textual encoder
and are effective even when only a few labeled examples are available.

Despite their success, we observe that these methods trade off between clas-
sification accuracy and robustness. This is illustrated on Fig. 1(a), where methods
exhibiting the best accuracy sacrifice out-of-distribution (OOD) detection perfor-
mances, e.g . PromptSRC [22], while those excelling in OOD detection often have
poor accuracy results, e.g . LoCoOp [29]. A similar observation is done in domain
generalization, see Fig. 1(b): PromptSRC [22] presents two different versions, one
optimized for accuracy (PromptSRC▷) and the other for domain generalization
(PromptSRC⋄), highlighting the intrinsic conflict between both criteria.

To boost classification accuracy, prompt learning can involve learning multiple
prompts [1] to emulate “prompt ensembling”, e.g . prompts specialized for specific
classes [33,45] or Transformer’s layers [21,22], or casting multiple prompts learning
within a probabilistic framework [26]. The key challenge in prompt ensembling
lies in learning diverse prompts to optimize the combination. However, since these
approaches only operate on global visual representations, they cannot utilize diverse
prompts aligned with specific image regions to maximize their diversity.

Recently, attempts have been made to use local image representations in
prompt learning, e.g . LoCoOp [29] or PLOT [3]. Although these approaches are
promising, their performances in accuracy/robustness are suboptimal compared
to state-of-the-art results, see Fig. 1(a),(b). Their limited performances stem from
two main factors: i) they use “dense” (i.e. all) local features from CLIP, which
includes irrelevant or noisy regions for a given concept, and ii) these local features
are not as well aligned with the text due to CLIP’s pre-training with the global
representation. In consequence, the performance of prompts trained with those
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local features is much lower than their global counterpart, and this degradation
affects performances when combined with global, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

In this paper, we introduce Global-Local Prompts (GalLoP), a new method to
learn a diverse set of prompts by leveraging both global and local visual represen-
tations. GalLoP learns sparse discriminative local features, i.e. text prompts are
aligned to a sparse subset of regions at multiple scales. This enables fine-grained and
accurate text-to-image matching, making GalLoP local prompts highly competitive.
Moreover, we train GalLoP with diverse global and local prompts, unlocking the
complementarity between both sets and significantly improving their combination,
as shown in Fig. 1(c).

To achieve this, GalLoP relies on two main methodological contributions:

– Effective local prompts learning. In GalLoP, we propose to align local
prompts with sparse subsets of k image regions, enabling text-to-image match-
ing that captures fine-grained semantics. To adapt visual representations to the
downstream dataset, we refine the textual alignment of visual local features by
employing a simple linear projection amenable to few-shots learning.

– Enforcing ensemble diversity. We learn both global prompts aligned with
the whole image and local spatially-localized prompts, and enforce diversity
between them to improve their combination. We induce diversity through
randomization using a new “prompt dropout” strategy, which enhances general-
ization when learning multiple prompts. Additionally, we employ a multiscale
strategy to align local prompts with image regions of varying sizes, capturing
different visual aspects of a concept’s semantics.

We conduct an extensive experimental validation of GalLoP on 11 few-shot
image classification datasets and 8 datasets evaluating robustness. We show that
GalLoP outperforms state-of-the-art prompt learning methods on classification
accuracy, OOD detection, and domain generalization, therefore improving the
observed tradeoff in these 3 criteria. We validate that our two main contributions,
i.e. learning strong local prompts and diverse representations, are essential for
reaching excellent performances.

2 Related work

Prompt learning. Prompt learning has emerged as an efficientway to adaptVLMs
to downstream datasets. These methods, e.g . CoOp [52], learn soft prompts to adapt
CLIP textual features to specific labels without the need for a cumbersome step
of “prompt engineering” as performed in [35]. Following these seminal works, many
variants have been proposed. [51] uses a meta-network to bias the learnable prompt
using the global visual representation of the input image. To boost prompt learning
performances, recent works have focused on learning multiple prompts [3,21,22,26].
MaPLe [21] introduces prompts in several layers of both textual and visual encoders.
PromptSRC [22] builds upon this work by introducing several regularization losses,
boosting both accuracy and robustness performances. We note that PromptSRC
uses a set of hand-crafted prompts to regularize the learning of the textual prompts,
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which is not fully aligned with the initial motivation behind prompt learning. Fur-
thermore, both MaPLe and PromptSRC are limited to the use of vision transformer
architectures. ProDA [26] models the distribution over the textual representation of
classes using a multivariate Gaussian distribution, and indirectly learns the distri-
bution over prompts using a surrogate loss. PromptStyler [4] learns several prompts
that represent different “styles” to perform source-free domain generalization. These
two approaches achieve prompt diversity by enforcing orthogonality among the
prompts. In GalLoP, we induce diversity with a “prompt dropout” technique, which
randomly drops subsets of prompts during training, thus avoiding the introduction
of an additional loss, while limiting prompt over-fitting observed in [22] with a
method inspired by a standard deep learning approach, i.e. Dropout [40]. To further
improve diversity, we specialize the local prompts on different image scales, thus
aligning them with different sets of attributes for each class.

Prompt learning using visual local features. There has been a growing
interest in leveraging CLIP’s local features in prompt learning methods [3, 29, 41].
PLOT [3] learns a set of prompts by using the optimal transport (OT) [44] dis-
tance between them and the set of local features, which is prohibitive to compute.
Furthermore, the OT distance enforces the prompts to use information from all
local visual features during training, including possibly detrimental ones. Also,
PLOT adds the global visual features to the local features to achieve strong results
on the ImageNet dataset. In GalLoP, we use a sparse mechanism to learn localized
prompts. This removes the negative influence of background features while being
computationally efficient. Finally, GalLoP learns prompts from the local features
without any access to CLIP’s original global visual feature. LoCoOp [29] introduced
an entropy loss leveraging “irrelevant” local visual features in an outlier exposure
fashion [18] to improve out-of-distribution detection but at the expense of accu-
racy. [41] introduces a method specifically designed for multi-label classification,
which learns prompts using local visual features. While these methods obtained
promising results, we show in this work that their performance is intrinsically
limited by the lower discriminative power of CLIP’s zero-shot local visual features.

Prompt learning for OOD detection. As VLMs are becoming increasingly
prevalent in few-shot classification applications, their zero-shot OOD detection
capabilities have received increasing attention. In the seminal work [28], the authors
proposed the maximum concept matching (MCM) score to detect OOD examples.
Recently, [30] improved upon the MCM score by combining zero-shots global and
local visual information to construct the GL-MCM score, which achieves strong
zero-shots OOD detection results. In addition to the previously mentioned Lo-
CoOp [29], other works tackle the few-shots OOD detection problem using prompt
learning. To avoid degraded accuracy performances, [31] introduces the concept of
negative prompts to perform OOD detection by “Learning to Say No” (LSN). OOD
samples are then detected by computing the difference in MCM scores between
positive and negative prompts. GalLoP already achieves strong OOD detection
performances without introducing an extra loss or additional negative prompts.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of GalLoP. GalLoP learns a diverse set of global prompts and
local prompts. Pertinent local prompts are learned using only the most relevant regions of
the image for each class. We further improve the limited text-vision alignment of CLIP’s
local features using a simple linear layer. The diversity is encouraged using a new “prompt
dropout” technique for global prompts, and a multiscale loss for local prompts.

Indeed, GalLoP has strong classification accuracy, compared to zero-shot CLIP
used in [28] or LoCoOp [29], which helps OOD detection performances. Similarly,
our discriminative local features further increase the gain of using local features
for OOD detection observed in GL-MCM [30].

3 Combining global and local prompts with GalLoP

In this section, we describe our proposed method, GalLoP, which seeks to learn
an ensemble of diverse prompts from both global and local CLIP’s visual repre-
sentations. As illustrated in Fig. 2, GalLoP learns two specialized sets of prompts:
the “global prompts” receiving a signal from the global visual representation, and
the “local prompts” trained using local features only.

Formally, let us consider a set of n learnable local prompts Pl=(pl
1,···,pl

n) and a
set of m learnable global prompts Pg=(pg

1,···,pg
m). Each of these prompt p is com-

posed of V learnable embeddings, i.e. p :=[p1,...,pV ]∈RV×d′
, and are prepended

to the class name embeddings c to perform classification. Let D={(x, y)} denote
the downstream dataset, where x is an image and y its class, and let T and V
denote CLIP’s text and vision encoder, respectively. The textual encoder produces
a normalized textual representation tc=T ([p,c])∈Rd of the cth class. Given the
input image x, the visual encoder produces a visual representation z. z can be a
global vector for learning global prompts, i.e. the global visual feature on which
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CLIP has been pre-trained. For local prompts, z will be a set of localized features
outputted by the encoder. From its visual representation z, the probability for the
image x to be classified into the class yc can be expressed as:

p(y=yc|x; p)=
exp(sim(z, tc) / τ)∑
c′exp(sim(z, tc′) / τ)

, (1)

where sim(·, ·) is a measure of similarity, and τ is fixed a temperature scaling
parameter. With this general definition of the probability in Eq. (1), we can train
a prompt p using the standard cross-entropy loss LCE(p(y=yc|x; p)).

To train a global prompt, pg
i ∈Pg, we use the global visual representation for

the image x, i.e. z= zg ∈Rd. The similarity between the global vector zg and
the prompt simply reduces to cosine similarity, i.e. sim(zg, tc)=⟨zg, tc⟩, and the
global prompt pi can be trained by minimizing LCE(p(y=yc|x; pg

i )).

In Sec. 3.1, we introduce a relevant similarity measure sim(z, tc) for imple-
menting Eq. (1) on local prompts. We rely on a sparsification strategy that only
considers a small subset of class-relevant regions of the image. Furthermore, we
use a linear projection to improve the vision-text alignment of local features, thus
enhancing the quality of the learned prompts. In Sec. 3.2 we describe how we
learn a diverse set of global and local prompts, whose combination can improve
predictions’ performance. We introduce “prompt dropout” to increase the diversity
of global prompts by randomly selecting a subset of prompts for each image. Finally,
we introduce a multiscale loss by dedicating each local prompt to select different
sub-region sizes of the input image.

3.1 Learning prompts from local visual representations

Zl

tc

Fig. 3: GalLoP sparse local sim-
ilarity sim(Zl, tc) between class
prompt tc and visual features Zl is
the average of the top-k highest sim-
ilarities (here, k=3).

In this section, we temporarily consider a single
local prompt pl

j ∈Pl without loss of generality.
In this case, the visual representation z that
we consider is the set of visual local features,
i.e. z=Zl ∈RL×d, obtained following [7] (see
details in supplementary A.1). Here, we can not
directly compute the probability of Eq. (1) as
we need to define the similarity between the
set of vectors Zl =(zl

1,···,zl
L) and the textual

representation of the cth class, tc=T ([pl
j ,c]).

Sparse local similarity.A naive way to obtain
a single similarity for all regions is to average
the similarities of each spatial location with the
textual representation of the class. However,
a substantial portion of the local features are
irrelevant to the class, e.g . features from back-
ground areas, which may introduce noise and perturb the learning process. To solve
this problem, we adopt a sparse approach, where only local features semantically
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related to the class are kept to perform classification. As illustrated in Fig. 3, we
select the top-k local features with the highest similarities with the prompted class
textual representation, and average their similarities to measure sim(Zl, tc).

Formally, we define the similarity between a prompt tc and the set of visual
features Zl as the average similarity for the k most similar regions:

simtop-k(Zl, tc) :=
1

k

L∑
i=1

1top-k(i)·
〈
zl
i, tc

〉
(2)

where 1top-k(i)=

{
1 if ranki(

〈
zl
i, tc

〉
)≤k,

0 otherwise.

which we plug into Eq. (1) to compute the probability for class c. We show
in Sec. 4.3 that relying on sparsity is mandatory for local prompt learning, boosting
performances by almost 20pt in top-1 accuracy.

Improving local text-vision alignment. While previous works [29,41,50] have
exploited the text-vision alignment of CLIP’s local features, we empirically verified
in Sec. 4.3 that using these features leads to poor zero-shots classification results
on ImageNet. This is expected, as CLIP is pre-trained to align the global visual
features with its textual representation. Local features are thus suboptimal to
learn effective prompts for image classification. Motivated by this observation,
we propose to improve the discriminative power of CLIP’s local visual features
by realigning them with the textual representations of the class labels of the
downstream dataset. To do so, we propose to use a simple linear projection hθ.
To ease the learning process, we initialize the linear layer hθ to identity, so that
the initial features are close to CLIP’s representations. Henceforth, we use the set
of linearly transformed local visual features hθ(Zl) to compute the probability of
Eq. (1), which becomes:

p(y=yc|x; pl
j ,k,θ)=

exp(simtop-k(hθ(Zl), tc) / τ)∑
c′exp(simtop-k(hθ(Zl), tc′) / τ)

. (3)

Thus, a local prompt can be optimized by maximizing this probability with
the cross-entropy loss. These design choices in GalLoP allow us to train a powerful
classifier for local features: the sparsity helps to focus on the most relevant regions
of an image and to remove potential background noise, while the linear projection
enhances the text-vision alignment and boosts the fine-grained discriminating
power of the local features. We study these design choices in Sec. 4.3.

3.2 Learning multiple diverse prompts

In this section, we describe how we induce diversity among the learned prompts.
Besides exploiting different sources of information – the global and visual ones –, we
introduce two mechanisms to increase diversity: “prompt dropout” and multiscale
training.

Prompt dropout. Motivated by the success of the “dropout” [10,40] technique
classically used in deep learning, we introduce “prompt dropout” into the prompt
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(a) Prompt dropout (b) Multiscale loss

Fig. 4: (a) Prompt dropout induces diversity by randomly selecting different subsets of
prompts for each image of the batch. In (a), each image will be used by half the prompts.
(b) To learn diverse local prompts, we specialize each one of them using a different number
of regions, and therefore a different level of sparsity.

learning framework. In “prompt dropout”, we randomly mask a subset of prompts
for each image of the batch. Alternatively, from the perspective of each prompt,
we select a different subset of the batch of images, thus inducing diversity in the
learning process of the prompts through input randomization.

The training of our set of global prompts is performed with the following loss:

Lglobal(Pg) =

m∑
i=1

LCE(p
g
i ). (4)

Multiscale training. To specifically improve the diversity of the local prompts,
we specialize each local prompt to select a different number of class-specific visual
patches (scales). In this way, prompts dedicated to small scales will get more
signals from classes corresponding to small visual concepts, e.g . “daisy flower”
or “tailed frog”, while prompts learned with larger scales will receive more sig-
nals from images with wider concepts, e.g . “castle” or “valley”. More formally, let
(k1, k1+∆k,···, k1+(n−1)·∆k) denote a set of increasing scales with k1 the first
scale and ∆k the expansion factor. Each local prompt pl

j will be learned with its
associated scale kj=k1+(j−1)·∆k.

The training of our n local prompts is then performed by optimizing the
probability defined in Eq. (3) for each prompt with a different scale, i.e. value of k:

Lx-scale(Pl,θ) =

n∑
j=1

LCE(p
l
j , θ, kj). (5)

The overall loss to train our set of prompts P=Pl∪Pg is the sum of the local
multiscale and global losses:

Ltotal(P,θ)=Lglobal(Pg)+Lx-scale(Pl,θ) (6)
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4 Experimental results

In this section, we present the experimental validation of GalLoP. We first show
that GalLoP outperforms previous methods on top-1 accuracy on a collection of 11
datasets in Sec. 4.1 with ViT-B/16 [8]. We also show that GalLoP performs well for
different few shot settings on ImageNet and with a ResNet-50 [14]. In Sec. 4.2, we
compare robustness performances of GalLoP and other prompts learning methods
in domain generalization and OOD detection, and show that GalLoP has better
trade-off with top-1 accuracy contrary to previous methods. In Sec. 4.3, we conduct
ablation studies of the different components of GalLoP.

Implementation details. We experiment with both ResNet-50 and ViT-B/16 CLIP
models. When not specified, we use ViT-B/16. We train for 50 epochs on ImageNet
and 200 epochs for other datasets with SGD, a learning rate of 0.002 decayed using
cosine annealing and a weight decay of 0.01, following the setting of [52]. Unless
specified otherwise, we train the models using 16 shots. Our base parameters for
GalLoP are as follows: m=4 global prompts with a dropout of 75% (in practice we
keep a single prompt for each image), n=4 local prompts with scales k1=10 and
∆k=10 for ViT-B/16 and k1=5 and ∆k=5 for ResNet-50 as there are fewer local
patches. We keep τ fixed from CLIP.

Baselines. We compare GalLoP to recent prompt learning methods. Including,
single prompt learning CoOp and Co-CoOp. Multi-prompt learning MaPLe, ProDA,
PLOT, PromptSRC. We denote by PromptSRC▷ the version designed for accuracy
and PromptSRC⋄ the version designed for domain generalization. We also include
OOD detection specific methods such as LoCoOp and LSN.

Table 1: Top-1 accuracy with ViT-B/16 backbone. Comparison of GalLoP to other
prompt learning methods on several standard benchmarks. †results based on our own
re-implementation.
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CLIP [35] 66.7 92.2 88.4 65.5 70.7 84.8 24.8 62.3 44.1 48.3 64.7 75.7
Linear Probe 67.3 95.4 85.3 80.4 97.4 82.9 45.4 73.3 70.0 87.2 82.1 78.8
CoOp [52] 71.7 95.6 91.9 83.1 97.1 84.2 43.4 74.7 69.9 84.9 82.2 79.9
Co-CoOp [51] 71.0 95.2 93.3 71.6 87.8 87.2 31.2 72.2 63.0 73.3 78.1 74.9
MaPLe [21] 72.3 96.0 92.8 83.6 97.0 85.3 48.4 75.5 71.3 92.3 85.0 81.8
PLOT [3] 72.6 96.0 93.6 84.6 97.6 87.1 46.7 76.0 71.4 92.0 85.3 82.1
PromptSRC▷ [22] 73.2 96.1 93.7 85.8 97.6 86.5 50.8 77.2 72.7 92.4 86.5 82.9
LoCoOp† [29] 71.5 94.9 92.4 79.8 96.3 84.7 40.7 74.2 69.5 86.1 81.6 79.2
ProDA† [26] 71.9 95.5 93.5 79.8 96.8 86.8 40.2 75.7 70.9 85.1 83.3 80.0
GalLoP 75.1 96.7 94.1 89.2 98.8 86.5 58.3 77.2 75.5 90.1 86.9 84.4
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Fig. 5: Results on ImageNet with different few shot settings Fig. 5a, and ResNet-50 Fig. 5b.

4.1 Main in-distribution results.

On Tab. 1, we compare GalLoP with a ViT-B/16 backbone on a suite of 11
datasets, a standard benchmark for prompt learning methods. On average, Gal-
LoP outperforms previous methods by a large margin with +1.5pt compared to
PromptSRC▷ the next best performing method. Furthermore, GalLoP performs
well on most datasets, achieving state-of-the-art among prompt learning methods.
For instance, on the large-scale ImageNet dataset, it outperforms PLOT by +2.5pt
and PromptSRC▷ by +1.9pt. On some datasets, e.g . FGVC Aircraft, GalLoP
outperforms the next best method by a large margin, with +7.5pt compared to
PromptSRC▷.

We then compare GalLoP on Fig. 5a to prompt learning methods in different
few-shot settings on ImageNet. GalLoP performs well in all configurations, out-
performing for each setting the very competitive method, PromptSRC▷. Finally,
in Fig. 5b we show that GalLoP works well with a ResNet-50, outperforming PLOT
and CoOp by +3.1pt. Note that compared to other methods, e.g . MaPLe and
PromptSRC, GalLoP is amenable to both convolutional and transformer vision
backbones. Detailed results for ResNet-50 can be found in the supplementary
material B.2.

4.2 Robustness results.

In this section, we compare the robustness performances of GalLoP vs. other
prompt learning methods, see Fig. 6, on domain generalization and OOD detection.
For both benchmarks, models are trained on ImageNet (16 shots).

Domain generalization results. We compare on Fig. 6a the domain general-
ization performances of GalLoP vs. other prompt learning methods. After being
trained on ImageNet (16 shots), the models are evaluated on top-1 accuracy
for different domains with the same classes as ImageNet, i.e. ImageNet-V2 [36],
ImageNet-Sketch [46], ImageNet-A [19] and ImageNet-R [16]. GalLoP outperforms
the domain-generalization specific method PromptSRC⋄ by +0.5pt on average,
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Fig. 6: GalLoP robustness performances. GalLoP achieves strong performances
on domain generalization Fig. 6a and on OOD detection Fig. 6b, while outperforming
prompt learning methods on top-1 accuracy.

while outperforming it by +4.9pt on ImageNet. This illustrates the trade-off made
by PromptSRC between top-1 accuracy and domain generalization. Indeed, Gal-
LoP outperforms PromptSRC▷, designed for ImageNet accuracy, by +1.9pt on
ImageNet and +1.5pt on average in domain generalization. GalLoP achieves the
best trade-off between top-1 performances and domain generalization. The detailed
results can be found in supplementary material B.4.

Results on OOD detection. In OOD detection the models must recognize
between in-distribution examples (ImageNet test set) and different OOD datasets,
namely iNaturalist [43], SUN [47], Places [49] and Textures [5], a standard bench-
mark in the OOD detection literature. We plot on Fig. 6b the average results on
the ImageNet OOD benchmark of GalLoP and other prompt learning methods
measured in FPR95 (lower is better, ↓). GalLoP outperforms traditional prompt
learning methods, e.g . CoOp -3pt FPR95, as well as dedicated OOD detection
methods, e.g .-1.4pt FPR95 vs. LoCoOp or -2.9pt FPR95 vs. LSN. Meanwhile,
GalLoP also outperforms both LSN and LoCoOp by a large margin in top-1 accu-
racy, i.e. +3.2pt and +3.6pt respectively. The detailed results can be found in the
supplementary material B.5.

4.3 Ablation studies.

In this section, we investigate the design choices for GalLoP. We first show how
GalLoP leverages the complementarity of strong global and local prompts to
boost performances Tab. 2. We then demonstrate the benefit of sparsity and local
alignment in Fig. 7. Finally, we show the impact of our choice when learning
multiple prompts for both global and local features Fig. 8.
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Table 2: Ablation studies for the different
components of our GalLoP.

Top-1 DG FPR95↓ AUC

CLIPGlobal 66.6 57.2 42.8 90.8
CLIPLocal 12.5 9.49 73.3 73.7
CLIPGL 61.1 49.3 35.5 90.8

CoOpGlobal 71.4 59.2 39.1 91.1
CoOpLocal 41.2 30.1 65.2 78.3
CoOpGL 69.5 55.6 33.7 90.5

GalLoPGlobal 72.0 60.4 37.0 91.7
GalLoPLocal 70.9 54.1 36.0 90.1
GalLoP 75.1 61.3 27.3 93.2

Combining global and local fea-
tures. On Tab. 2, we show that lever-
aging global and local features requires
some important design choices. Indeed,
we experiment with a baseline using
CoOp on local features (“CoOpLocal”),
learning a single prompt, without spar-
sity and no alignment. This baseline
already outperforms using zero-shot
local features, +28.7pt top-1. How-
ever, its combination with a standard
CoOpGlobal, i.e. “CoOpGL”, is detri-
mental to final top-1 performances,
with -1.9pt top-1 or -3.6pt DG com-
pared to CoOpGlobal. On the other
hand, GalLoP enjoys a boost in performances on all metrics when combining the
learned global (GalLoPGlobal) and local (GalLoPLocal) prompts. We can see that
the top-1 performances of GalLoP increase by +3.1pt compared to (GalLoPGlobal).
Similarly, on OOD detection, GalLoP has a decrease of -8.9pt FPR95 compared to
GalLoPLocal. Tab. 2 illustrates how the resulting performances of GalLoP, in both
accuracy and robustness, come from the complementarity of both the local and
global features.

1 50 100 150 196
k
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20
30
40
50
60
70
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cu

rac
y

w. linear
w/o linear
zero-shot

Fig. 7: Impact of our sparsity choice for
three regimes, zero-shot CLIP, learning a
local prompt (“w/o linear”) and aligning
our linear projection with a local prompt
(“w. linear”).

The need for sparsity. In Fig. 7 we
show how the sparsity when using local fea-
tures allows achieving higher performances
than attending to each local feature, for
three regimes: zero-shot CLIP (“zero-shot”),
while learning a local prompt (“w/o linear”),
and when aligning a local prompt and our
linear projection (“w. linear”). On the three
regimes, the difference between looking at
all local features and the best reported spar-
sity level is, respectively, +18.4pt, +17.6pt,
and +8.5pt. Furthermore, we can see that
when aligning a local prompt and the linear
layer, our sparsity ratio works for a wide
range of k, with performances above 69pt
between k=5 and k=50. This shows the
robustness to the choice of k. Finally, learning a local prompt allows to significantly
boost the performances for the local features, e.g . +27.9pt for k=10, and aligning
with a linear projection further boosts performances, with +10pt for k=10 com-
pared to learning the prompt only. Fig. 7 shows the interest of both enforcing the
sparsity when looking at local features and further aligning the local features with
a local prompt.
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(b) Impact of multiple scales when learn-
ing local prompts, with k1=10, ∆k=10.

Fig. 8: Impact of our design choices on learning global Fig. 8a and local prompts Fig. 8b .

Global prompt learning with prompt dropout. We display on Fig. 8a how
prompt dropout allows learning efficiently multiple prompts for the global features.
We display the top-1 accuracy when using more and more prompts, with (“w.”)
or without (“w/o”) prompt dropout. We can observe that adding more prompts
does not result in better performances without prompt dropout. For example,
performances with 6 prompts decrease compared to using a single prompt . This is
due to limited diversity among the learned prompts. In comparison, adding more
prompts is always beneficial when using prompt dropout.
Local prompt learning at multiple scales. On Fig. 8b, we show the interest of
our multiscale approach. We experiment with various number of scales, i.e. from 1
to 6 scales with k1=10 and∆k=10 and report the top-1 accuracy. We can observe a
steady increase from 1 scale to 4 scales (+1pt). Performances stabilize afterward for
5 and 6 scales. Fig. 8b shows that learning at different scales is beneficial, but also
that GalLoP is not too sensitive to the choice of number of prompts. Furthermore,
learning at different scale also reduce the need to select an optimal k, although we
show in Fig. 7 that performances are stable with respect to k.

4.4 Qualitative study.

We conduct in this section a qualitative study of GalLoP, by comparing it to CLIP
on Fig. 9, and visualizing its different scales on Fig. 10. We show other qualitative
results in supplementary material B.6.

Comparison to CLIP. On Fig. 9, we compare GalLoP and CLIP local features.
We can observe that CLIP’s local features are not discriminative and do not allow
to classify images correctly, which was observed in Sec. 4.3. On the other hand,
GalLoP classifies correctly the images, even with a single scale. We can also observe
GalLoP accurately segments the object of interest when using all its scales.

Visualize multiple scales. Finally, we show the different regions each of the local
prompts attend to. We can see that scale # 1 focuses on the most discriminative
features, i.e. the head and tail of the “Ring tailed lemur”. Each scale progressively
attends to different parts of the body, leading to an accurate prediction.
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Fig. 9: Qualitative comparison of CLIP and GalLoP. From left to right, the
original image with its ground truth, CLIP local wrong prediction, one scale (k=10) of
GalLoP with correct prediction and GalLoP multiscale, resulting in correct prediction
and segmentation.

Fig. 10: GalLoP multiscale visualization. Regions observed by the different prompts
of GalLoP for a “Ring tailed lemur”.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces GalLoP, a new prompt learning method that leverage both
global and local visual representations. The key features of GalLoP are the strong
discriminability of its local representations and its capacity to produce diverse
predictions from both local and global prompts. Extensive experiments show that
GalLoP outperforms previous prompt learning methods on top-1 accuracy on
average for 11 datasets; that it works in different few shot settings; and for both
convolutional and transformer vision-backbones. We show in ablation studies
the interest of the design choices that make GalLoP work, i.e. complementarity
between local and global prompts; sparsity and enhanced alignment; encouraging
diversity. Finally, we conduct a qualitative study to show what local prompts
focus on when classifying an image. Future works include learning the local feature
alignment on a large vision-language dataset.
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A Additional details on method.

In this section, we give additional details about GalLoP. In Sec. A.1, we describe
how the local features are extracted from CLIP’s vision encoder, for both ResNet
and ViT architectures. In Sec. A.2, we describe the inference procedure in GalLoP
as well as the GL-MCM score [30] which we use for OOD detection. Finally, we
discuss in Sec. A.3 the use of an additional explicit diversity loss to train GalLoP.

A.1 CLIP’s local visual features.

To obtain the visual local features from CLIP we follow previous works [30, 41, 50],
which we describe in the following.
ViT backbone. When the vision encoder is a ViT, the output of the vision
encoder is composed of the class token embedding, zcls, and a set of L local features
Zl=(zl

1,...,z
l
L). The global visual representation used in CLIP is the class token

embedding, i.e. zg = zcls, however the local features after the last transformer
block are of low quality as only the class token receives a supervision signal during
training. Hence, prior studies [30,41,50] have recommended utilizing visual local
features from the penultimate transformer block and forward them through the
last transformer block without using the self attention mechanism.

Specifically, we have ∀i∈{1,...,L}:

zl
i = zl

i+v(zl
i) + f(zl

i+v(zl
i)),

where v(·) denotes the linear projection used to compute the values in the self-
attention module and f(·) is the feed-forward network of the last transformer block.

ResNet backbone. When the vision encoder is a ResNet the vision encoder
outputs a feature map containing L local patches Zl=(zl

1,...,z
l
L). Then, the global

visual feature, zg, is obtained using a self-attention pooling module:

zg=
∑
i

softmax(
q(zl) k(zl

i)
T

√
d

)·v(zl
i),

where d is the feature dimension, zl= 1
L

∑L
i=1z

l
i is the average-pooled feature used

as unique query, and q(·), k(·), v(·) denote the query, key and value projections,
respectively. To obtain useful visual local features, it is then sufficient to use the
values of the local features without the attention mechanism, i.e. zl

i=v(zl
i).

A.2 Details on GalLoP’s inference.

In this section, we give more details on our inference procedure. As described in
Sec. 3.2, GalLoP is trained by summing the global and multiscale losses, associated
to global and local prompts. Therefore, we naturally adopt an “ensembling-style”
inference strategy by averaging the similarities obtained with each prompt to
obtain a final similarity, sim(z, tc), for each class yc.
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Specifically, writing z=[zg, Zl], we compute:

sim(z, tc)=
1

n

n∑
i=1

⟨zg, tc(pg
i )⟩ +

1

m

m∑
j=1

simtop-k(Zl, tc(p
l
j)),

where simtop-k(Zl, tc(p
l
j)) is defined in Eq. (2) of the main paper. Then with

this final similarity computed, we use Eq. (1) of the main paper to compute the
probability for class yc.

To perform out-of-distribution detection with GalLoP we use the GL-MCM
score [30] which rely on both global and local information. The idea behind the
MCM score [28] and the GL-MCM score [30] is to perform a maximum concept
matching, which is a natural extension of the maximum class probability (MCP)
score [17] which is widely used baseline within the OOD community [24,25,37,42].

Formally, the GL-MCM score is expressed as:

SGL-MCM = SG-MCM + SL-MCM

where

SG-MCM = max
c

exp( 1n
∑n

i=1⟨zg, tc(p
g
i )⟩ / τ)∑

c′exp(
1
n

∑n
i=1⟨zg, tc′(p

g
i )⟩ / τ)

,

SL-MCM =max
c, i

exp( 1
m

∑m
j=i

〈
zl
i, tc(p

l
j)
〉
/ τ)∑

c′exp(
1
m

∑m
j=1

〈
zl
i, tc′(p

l
j)
〉
/ τ)

.

A.3 Diversity loss.

Previous works on prompt ensembling have explored the use of an explicit loss
term encouraging the semantic orthogonality between prompts to increase their
diversity [4, 26]. This loss is expressed as:

Ldiv.(P)=
1

N ·(N−1)

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

|⟨ti,tj⟩|,

where P is a set of N prompts and ∀i∈{1,···,N}, ti are the textual represen-
tations of the prompts without incorporating class names. The strength of the
diversity loss is controlled with a hyper-parameter λdiv..

We have experimented optimizing GalLoP with the following loss:Ltotal(P, θ)+
λdiv. ·Ldiv.(P). In Fig. 11, we show that training GalLoP withLdiv does not improve
top-1 accuracy, even when increasing λdiv.. As a result, we did not include Ldiv.
in GalLoP, as it did not lead to significant improvement in either accuracy or
robustness, while introducing an extra hyperparameter, λdiv..
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Fig. 11: Impact of λdiv..

B Additional experimental results.

In this section, we give additional experimental results of GalLoP. In Sec. B.1
we conduct more results for few-shots settings experiments on the suite 11 of
datasets. In Sec. B.2 we give results of GalLoP when using a ResNet-50 CLIP
backbone. In Sec. B.4 and Sec. B.5 we give the detailed results for the ImageNet-1k
domain generalization and out-of-distribution detection benchmarks, respectively.
In Sec. B.3 we compare GalLoP to other few-shots learning methods. Finally, we
show additional qualitative results in Sec. B.6.

Additional implementation details.

In this section, we give more implementation details of GalLoP. We show on Tab. 3
the hyperparameters used to train GalLoP on ImageNet for the 16-shots setting.
We use the same data augmentation than CoOp [52].

Table 3: Hyperparameters to train GalLoP on ImageNet (16 shots) with ViT-B/16
backbone.

Hyperparameters Value

batch size 128
learning rate 0.002
lr-scheduler CosineAnnealingLR

epochs 50
optimizer SGD

weight decay 0.01
momentum 0.9

local prompts 4
global prompts 4

tokens per prompt 4
prompt init “A photo of a”
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B.1 Full few shot results.

In this section, we give the detailed results for different few-shots settings. We
report the top-1 accuracy of GalLoP on each dataset of the few-shot learning
benchmark introduced in [52]. We can see in Tab. 4 that GalLoP outperforms
other prompt learning baselines for all shots on average on the suite of 11 datasets.
Specifically, GalLoP consistently outperforms the second-best method PromptSRC
by +0.5pt with 1-shot, +1.1pt with 2-shots, +0.8pt with 4-shots, +1.5pt with
8-shots and +1.6pt with 16-shots. All results for each of the 11 datasets are ploted
on Fig. 12.

Table 4: Averaged few-shots results on the suite 11 datasets with ViT-B/16 backbone.

Method 0-shot 1-shot 2-shots 4-shots 8-shots 16-shots

CLIP 64.9 - - - - -
CoOp - 67.6 70.6 74.0 77.0 79.9
MaPLe - 69.3 72.6 75.8 78.9 81.8
PLOT - 70.7 74.0 76.9 79.6 82.1
PromptSRC - 72.3 75.3 78.3 80.7 82.9
GalLoP - 72.8 76.4 79.1 82.2 84.5

B.2 Detailed results for ResNet-50.

In this section we give detailed results for GalLoP when trained using a ResNet-
50 backbone. We can see in Tab. 5 that GalLoP outperforms other ResNet-
50 compatible prompt learning methods on all the datasets except Food101.
Specifically, GalLoP achieves 77.3% accuracy on average on the suite 11 of datasets,
outperforming PLOT by +3.4pt and CoOp by +3.9pt. Note that the second-best
method on ViT-B/16, PromptSRC [22], is not compatible with convolutional
backbones such as the ResNet-50.
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Fig. 12: Few-shot learning results of GalLoP on the 11 datasets with the ViT-B/16
backbone.

B.3 GalLoP vs. other few-shots learning methods.

In this section, we compare GalLoP to other type of few-shots learning methods.
We compare GalLoP against the standard fine-tuning of all the parameters of
CLIP’s vision and text encoders as well as FLYP [13], which is a more recent
version using the same contrastive objective as CLIP to fine-tune on downstream
datasets. We also consider CLIPOOD [38], which only trains the visual encoder.
Furthermore, we also include adapters, e.g . the recent CLIP-Adapter [11], which
uses residual adapters on both the visual and textual representations. Finally, we
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Table 5: Top-1 accuracy with a Resnet-50 backbone in the 16-shots setting. Comparison
of GalLoP to other prompt learning methods on the suite of 11 datasets.
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CLIP 58.1 84.1 82.7 55.8 66.0 75.0 17.0 57.1 42.9 36.3 57.9 57.5
Linear Probe 55.9 90.6 76.4 70.1 95.0 70.2 36.4 67.2 64.0 82.8 73.7 71.1
CoOp 63.0 91.8 87.0 73.4 94.5 74.7 31.3 69.3 63.6 83.5 75.7 73.4
Co-CoOp 62.9 90.2 88.3 61.6 78.3 80.0 21.3 67.3 56.2 70.1 71.1 67.9
PLOT 63.0 92.2 87.2 72.8 94.8 77.1 31.5 70.0 65.6 82.2 77.3 73.9
GalLoP 66.1 92.8 89.3 79.3 96.7 76.5 41.6 72.2 67.6 87.6 80.4 77.3

compare against cached-based methods like Tip-Adapter / Tip-Adapter-F [48] and
DAC-V / DAC-VT [12].

We show in Tab. 6 the performance of GalLoP vs . the other few-shots learning
methods in the 16-shots setting using a ViT-B/16 backbone. We can see that
GalLoP obtains better top-1 accuracy than the recent fine-tuning method FLYP
while it fine-tunes ×250 more parameters than GalLoP. Furthermore, GalLoP
outperforms the best cache-based method, DAC-VT, by +0.5pt, while having half
the number of parameters. Also, when compared to DAC-V, which has the same
number of parameters, GalLoP obtains +2.1pt in top-1 accuracy.

Table 6: Comparison of GalLoP vs. other few-shots learning methods on ViT-B/16 in
the 16-shots setting.

Top-1 # params
(×106)

Zero-Shot CLIP 68.6 0
Tip-Adapter [48] 70.8 0

Full fine-tuning [13] 73.1 149.7
CLIPOOD [38] 71.6 86.7
FLYP [13] 74.9 149.7

CLIP-Adapter [11] 71.1 0.2
Tip-Adapter-F [48] 73.7 16.4
DAC-V [12] 73.0 0.6
DAC-VT [12] 74.6 1.1
GalLoP 75.1 0.6

B.4 Detailed domain generalization results.

In this section, we give the detailed results for the ImageNet domain generalization
benchmark. We compare the performances of GalLoP with several prompt learning
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methods. Each method is trained on ImageNet with 16 shots per class and is
evaluated on top-1 accuracy on four variants of ImageNet, i.e. ImageNet-V2 [36],
ImageNet-Sketch [46], ImageNet-A [19] and ImageNet-R [16]. We can see in Tab. 7
that GalLoP outperforms previous prompt learning methods on average on the four
ImageNet variants with +0.6pt top1-accuracy vs. PromptSRC⋄. More specifically,
we obtain better results on ImageNet-V2, with +1.8pt with respect to the second-
best method, and comparable results to PromptSRC⋄ on ImageNet-Sketch and
ImageNet-R.

B.5 Detailed OOD detection results.

In this section, we give the detailed results of GalLoP for OOD detection. We use
the OOD detection benchmark from [28] where ImageNet-1k is the in-distribution
(ID) dataset, and iNaturalist [43], SUN [47], Places [49] and Textures [5] are used as
OOD datasets. We report the results using the FPR95↓ and the AUC↑ metrics, two
standard metrics used by the OOD detection community. The FPR95 is the false
positive rate, using a threshold corresponding that classifies 95% of the ID images
correctly. The AUC is the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC). We can see in Tab. 8 that GalLoP obtains better averaged FPR95 results
than other prompt learning methods with -1.4pt vs. LoCoOp while achieving 93.2
averaged AUC, the second-best result after LoCoOp (93.5 averaged AUC).

Table 7: Domain generalization from ImageNet with ViT-B/16 backbone. Prompt
learning methods are trained on ImageNet and evaluated on datasets with domain shifts.
†results based on our re-implementation.

Source Target

ImageNet -V2 [36] -S [46] -A [19] -R [16] Avg.

CLIP 66.7 60.8 46.2 47.8 74.0 57.2
CoOp 71.7 64.6 47.9 49.9 75.1 59.4
Co-CoOp 71.0 64.1 48.8 50.6 76.2 59.9
MaPLe 70.7 64.1 49.2 50.9 77.0 60.3
PLOT 72.6 64.9 46.8 48.0 73.9 58.4
PromptSRC⋄ 71.3 64.4 49.6 50.9 77.8 60.7
PromptSRC▷ 73.2 65.7 49.1 47.6 76.9 59.8
LoCoOp† 71.5 64.7 47.4 49.8 75.0 57.5
ProDA† 71.9 64.5 48.6 50.7 76.3 60.0
GalLoP 75.1 67.5 49.5 50.3 77.8 61.3
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Table 8: OOD detection with ViT-B/16 as backbone. CoOp and LoCoOp results reported
from [29]. CoCoOp and LSN results are reported from [31]. † denotes results based on our
re-implementation. For PLOT, we use their released checkpoint and evaluate its OOD
detection results ourselves.

iNat [43] SUN [47] Places [49] Textures [5] Average Top-1
FPR95↓ AUC↑ FPR95↓ AUC↑ FPR95↓ AUC↑ FPR95↓ AUC↑ FPR95↓ AUC↑

MCM 30.9 94.6 37.7 92.6 44.8 89.8 57.9 86.1 42.8 90.8 66.7
GL-MCM 15.2 96.7 30.4 93.1 38.9 89.9 57.9 83.6 35.5 90.8 66.7

PLOT 15.9 96.6 33.7 92.8 38.2 91.0 39.2 90.2 31.8 92.7 72.6
PromptSRC⋄ 28.8 93.9 35.9 92.6 42.4 90.0 46.9 88.9 38.5 91.4 71.3
PromptSRC▷ 20.6 95.7 30.1 93.7 38.0 91.1 46.0 89.0 33.7 92.4 73.2
ProDA† 32.4 93.2 35.7 92.4 42.6 90.0 46.2 89.3 39.2 91.2 71.9
CoOpMCM 28.0 94.4 37.0 92.3 43.0 89.7 39.3 91.2 36.8 91.9 71.7
CoOpGL 14.6 96.6 28.5 92.7 36.5 90.0 43.1 88.0 30.7 91.8 71.7
CoCoOp 30.7 94.7 31.2 93.2 38.8 90.6 53.8 87.9 38.6 91.6 71.0
LoCoOpMCM 23.1 95.5 32.7 93.4 39.9 90.6 40.2 91.3 34.0 92.7 71.5
LoCoOpGL 16.1 96.9 23.4 95.1 32.9 92.0 42.3 90.2 28.7 93.5 71.5
LSN+CoOp 23.5 95.5 29.8 93.5 36.4 90.9 38.2 89.5 32.0 92.3 72.9
LSN+CoCoOp 21.6 95.8 26.3 94.4 34.5 91.3 38.5 90.4 30.2 93.0 71.9
GalLoP 13.7 97.1 24.9 94.0 32.5 91.3 38.4 90.4 27.3 93.2 75.1

B.6 Additional qualitative results.

Finally, we display additional qualitative results of GalLoPLocal on Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13: Additional qualitative results for GalLoP. From left to right, the original
image with its ground truth, CLIP local wrong prediction, one scale (k=10) of GalLoPLocal

with correct prediction and GalLoPLocal multiscale.
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